Digital Policing
Real-Time Cross-Border/Agency Data Sharing,
Crime Analytics, Predictive Analysis, Loss Prevention,
Time Sensitive CCTV Investigation, Facial Recognition,
Perceptive Intelligence, Street Smart Technology
LENSS Currency Tracking ‘Real-Time’ Network

Let’s Talk LENSSOLOGY!
Currency Tracking & Network Sharing Module
Most probably every street, highway, and freeway have
narcotics and drug money traveling on them 24/7/365.
Passing through rest stops, and small/major towns along
the way, delivering their ill-gotten gains. When these
criminals, dope dealers, and currency couriers are riding
the streets, they are open and vulnerable to making
mistakes whilst driving long distances, meaning they are
exposed for a traffic stop and further investigation.
If a traffic stop is made and the amount of currency on
the person or within the vehicle is suspect, what options
do you have to record the currencies or compare them
with known association to drug monies? You do not, you
have no recorded idea of the monies on their person
whatsoever.
Sure, there may be a paper record of copied notes from
a previous seizure, which means a heck of a lot of time
to track it down trying to verify. Who really goes back
and checks those reams of paper with copied currency
on them?
No one efficiently, you do not have the time or the manpower!
This is the digital age and yes, there are currency machines that can and
will record serial numbers in seconds and then store the results in a data
silo. These are far from readily available to be compared and certainly not
available via a network to all officers on the streets and freeways.
We have radically changed that!
Not only changed the capabilities of knowing these currencies by the
currency collator scanning each bill, recording their serial number, but
through the LENSS Currency Tracking Module, placing that information in its simplest form in
the hands of every single officer within your jurisdiction to clear or arrest the suspect.
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Now officers can manually enter currency serial
numbers, the LENSS Currency Tracking & Network
Sharing Solution does the rest in querying for a
match. Officers can have a small version of the unit in
vehicles to automatically scan currencies.
Every State Public Safety Department within their
Fusion Center with its Narcotics division can now
expand the network of officers, to literally every officer
via any device to connect through LENSS and your
State’s database.
Seized, confiscated or suspect currency can now be
recorded in mere seconds, allowing for all officers to
have this information instantaneously, with ease to
query the monies or currency at a traffic stop or a
planned raid where known monies will be.
LENSS Currency Tracking machines are housed
within various agencies/departments for ease of
scanning seized or checking currency and logging for
all to have access securely and query.
Using a CI to making buys with this recorded currency
is a whole new world of really knowing, comparing and
securing a conviction with evidence that is readily
available. This is efficiency at its finest!
No more comparing photocopied currency and slaving
over comparison tasks which take hours, if you ever
actually have time to do so.
The efficiency factor is overwhelming and now that you
are recording so much more currency it is populating
the databases and increasing the opportunity to match
currency, connecting with the illegal monies, the
dealers, and drug/currency mules.

Take the LENSS (Law Enforcement Network Sharing Solution) approach and we shall show you
so much more you can achieve with LENSS Currency Tracking & Network Sharing Solution.
If you think this is mind-blowing, we have a lot more to talk about and change your capabilities!

We Are in the Now & Keep
You; In the Know…
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